
I. Background 

We know that our success is in many ways, due to our thoughtful planning. We are most likely to hit 

targets we aim at, and this document was designed with the intention of illustrating some of what we've 

accomplished relative to our strategic priorities . 

Our aim understandably wobbled when we were hit with a global pandemic in 2020. At the same time, 

new strengths and tools emerged that have helped us further our district goals . For example, the use of 

the Star assessment tool helped us to identify students in need of additional academic support. The 

investments we made in new positions, programs and professional development were similarly 

important. 

The crosswalk organizer featured below, developed in collaboration with Dr. Katie Novak, shows a 

convergence of our efforts with priorities at the state and national level. A tool like this depicts well the 

connection between past investments and future plans. 
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II. Work In Progress 

Similarly, a logic model can help us see the progression from investments and activities to outcomes. 

The graphic below serves as a visual for how change progresses over time. 
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For example, using this framework we can see how the actions of various stakeholders helped us to 

successfully meet the district goals associated with the priority, Space & Resources to Support Effective 

Learning . Starting in 2017, the district crafted an educational plan that described the vision for the new 

school. Shortly thereafter the new Beal Building Committee was formed, an architect and contractors 

were engaged and meetings held to bring the educational plan to fruition . 

Specifically, the district: 

• analyzed research to make a grade span recommendation 

• partnered with the community to build a new school, including identifying a site, securing the 

land and Town and MSBA funding, 

• completed a redistricting project , 

• prepared the community for the cessation of Kindergarten tuition and 

• secured personnel and materials resources to construct and provision the new building with two 

successful votes, one to build the school and one to fund the district's budget through an 

operational override. 

Now that the Beal project is complete, some final action steps remain, namely to ensure that students in 

all buildings have access to personnel, technology and instructional materials to achieve expected levels 

of learning, and to continue to educate the community regarding the costs and benefits of a high 

performance school system. These steps may be folded into a future strategic plan. 

Ill. Next Steps: 2021 and Beyond 

Where are we with our other priorities? What's planned for this year? The table below was created to 

answer those questions. Our strategic work should be considered in context , however, as most 

organizations (and especially public school systems) must regularly respond to demands that may not be 

reflected in district goals or school improvement plans. 

It's inspiring to see in one place all that's been accomplished in Shrewsbury over the past few years. 

Although this list is certainly not exhaustive, we can all take pride in seeing how we 've advanced our 

strategic priorities. Most of all, we can take heart in knowing we'll have more time for meaningful 

collaboration in the year ahead. 



'Strategic Priority Early Recent Activities Outcomes & Next Steps 2021-2022 and Beyond 
Investments 2020-2021 

Learning Environments ~in 2018, Elementary ~Dist rict leaders ~outside consultants will support teams at Oak 
Where Everyone's teams and district participated in equity & SHS and focus on effective inclusive pract ices 
Success Matters leaders trained on training at Parker Road Preschool 

effective inclusive 
practices and co- ~outside consultant ~implement data cycle/ teams with fidelity , 

II teaching engaged to review which will include reexamining intervention 
English Language processes and developing more consistent 

II ~Expanded Co-teach Education program practices 
model to middle level 

II in 2019 ~o MS, SMS and PRP ~conduct a program evaluation to look at 
became Unified literacy practices and achievement In Grades K-

~Equity audit Champion schools 6, given the high number of students requiring 

II concluded in 2019 specialized Reading support past grade 4 

II ~Began using Star 
assessment tool & ~A team from SPS will participate in a DESE 

~Began Unified digital learning initiative/ PLC focused on diversity and equity in 
Program in 2019 platforms like Freckle creating a more diverse workforce 
(Programming defined to 
include student leadership, 

ST Math , ALEKs 

whole school engagement 
~Purchased ~sps team will participate in DESE initiative as well as activities/sports) 
intervention tools for around (K-8) lit eracy and curriculum review 

' ~selected universal use at Summer 

screening tool for K-8 Academy ~sps team will review anti-racist curriculum 
materials and related lessons 

~Efforts to diversify 

ii 1 
1: 

applicant pools fpr 
II SPS positions II II 

intensified 

Enhanced ~Bridge for Resilient ~ In 2020-21 , Student ~BRYT expanded to OMS 
Well-being of All Youth in Transition Services team led 

(BRYT) program district SEL ~consider/adopt universal screener for mental 
launched at SHS curriculum review health 

~1n 2019 , added Asst ~sps purchased and 
Supt position for piloted Character ~implement use of SEL curriculum plan and 
Community Strong (SEL resource) related material s (to assess progr ams like 
Partnerships & Well- in Grades preK-4, 7-8 Character Strong, respond to 
being and 9-12 student/family/staff needs and integrat e/a lign 

supports like Advi sory at OMS and SHS) 
~sps invested in 

~District and building- districtwid e PD ~Resume district conversation about homework , 
based SEL committees aligned to strategic including consideration of more inclusive distri ct 
were form ed in 2019- prioritie s poli cy and/or start time s 
2020 & SEL 
implementation plan ~conducted ~Plan for next steps with community 
completed Panorama survey of partnerships, including Mindfulness Director 

students and famili es position, upon the return of Dr. Lizotte to central 
~Mindfulne ss in SEL and OBIE office 
Program began 



~Partnered with ~Respond to Town DBIE committee 
~segan examining Town DEi Education recommendations 
homework practices / subcommittee 
policy ~use Panorama to survey students and families 

again in spring, 2022 

Connected Learning ~in 2018, the Portrait ~initial ~Resume internship discussions for SHS students 
for a Complex World of A Graduate draft Recommendations and/or alumni efforts 

was finalized developed 

~in 2019, district-wide ~colonial ~Reconsider district ideas about Connected 
Connected Learning Connections Advisory Learning, including consideration of student 
team formed and met Board formed STEAM pathway options, curriculum and maker 
with WPI to develop a spaces for Elementary students 
vision for STEAM in ~sps Alumni Network 
SPS established through ~Pian to put technology leader positions in place 

outreach to help further use of digital tools like Seesaw at 
the Elementary level 

~van purchased 2020 

State & Federal ~Tiered Focused ~sps submitted ~Prepare to host DESE on site in December, 2021 
Compliance Monitoring numerous 

(Civil Rights, ELE & documents . I 
Special Education 
Compliance) ~Execute Disproportionality Action Plan created 
~sps found for ~conducted a to target root cause analysis; funds are 
significant program evaluation earmarked to address findings 
disproportionality to review policies, 

, I (over identifying students practices and 
that are white with an procedures relative l emotional impairment) 

to the finding 

SPS System 1:1 iPad adoption at ~Purchased digital tools for remote learning; 
Updates & Actions Elementary level now need to develop guidelines for student use 

and evaluate utility of tools post-pandemic 

Vector Solutions Update in progress ~Need to train staff on new platform 
replaced old 
evaluation software ~collective bargaining 

New mandates New curriculum ~Departments ~District PD plan in place through 2023 will allow 
standards for SS/ engaged in PD/ prep for flexibility to meet department and district 
History, World activities when needs 
Language, Visual and feasible 
Performing Arts ~seal of Biliteracy plan revived (allows SHS 

students to earn a distinction for language 
ESSER Funding proficiency upon passing an exam) 
(Elementary and ~Launched K-12 
Secondary Schools general education 
Emergency Relief Fund} 

student support ~summer Academy will run again in 2022 and 
programs for the first 2023. Need to plan accordingly 
time in 2021 




